Entry, Descent and Landing
Focus Area Overview
MICHAEL J. WRIGHT, NASA-ARC

Disclaimer
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The NASA SBIR/STTR subtopic workshop was held for informational purposes only
and was an opportunity for the small businesses community to explore and share
ideas related to the general technical topic areas.
In the event of any inconsistency between data provided in this presentation
and the Final Solicitation, the language in the Final Solicitation, including any
amendments, will govern.

Z7.03 Deployable Aerodynamic
Decelerator Technology
ANTHONY CALOMINO, NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
NEIL CHEATWOOD, NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

NASA INVESTMENT NEEDS
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Innovative technology solutions
applicable to deployable entry vehicles.
Deployable decelerators could enable
new missions to Mars, Venus, Titan, and
for Earth return.
Technology applications include LEO payload returns and launch asset
recovery.


LEO return capability for large payloads was lost when the Space Shuttle was retired.



Launch vehicle asset recovery could reduce the cost of space access.

HIAD ANATOMY
Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator


An Inflatable Structure (IS) that maintains vehicle shape and stiffness while
encountering aerodynamic forces during atmospheric entry.

 A flexible Thermal Protection System (f-TPS) that protects the IS and payload
from the aeroheating environment during atmospheric entry.
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NASA INVESTMENT INTEREST
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Gas generator technologies for mass efficient
inflation systems
Gas inflation systems with reduced complexity
over pressurized cold gas systems.
Advanced woven and non-woven textile
technologies used in flexible thermal protection
systems.
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Durable high temperature flexible insulators
capable of operating above 1200°C.
Approaches should clearly demonstrate technology can be scaled to Mars relevant
exploration missions at 18-m diameter structures with 10,000 standard liters of gas.

SMALL BUSINESS INFUSION






Inflatable stacked torus design introduced by Airborne
Systems is the leading structural configuration.
Jackson Bond Incorporated textile manufacturing methods
have reduced manufacturing time and cost of the flexible
thermal protection system.
Textile Coated Incorporated laminated fluoropolymer films
provide inflation liners that are 400 C capable.
Aluminosilicate aerogel insulator from Aspen Aerogels
provides higher temperature and lower weight insulators
predicted to reduce stowed volume.
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Z7.02 Deployable 3D Woven
Thermal Protection System
Materials
PAUL WERCINSKI, NASA-AMES RESEARCH CENTER

ADEPT Background
The Need
Robotic and human missions are limited by decades-old rigid, high
ballistic coefficient aeroshells constrained in scale by packaging
and the launch shroud

Mission Unique Challenges

Mars: Thin, low density atmosphere. Too little to slow down

effectively, just enough not to ignore
Venus and Outer Planets: Thick, high density atmosphere. Probes
experience 100s g’s deceleration loads.
Small Payloads: Packaging in constrained volumes limits effective
entry vehicle cross-section
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Design Solutions

The ADEPT architecture uses mechanical deployment and high
temperature carbon fabric to transition from a stowed launch
configuration to a deployed entry configuration.
Low ballistic coefficient (m/CdA < 50 kg/m2)
Robust Aerothermal Capability tested to over 200 W/cm2 and 15
kJ/cm2

Deployable capability overcomes launch shroud constraints to achieve
large frontal area during entry

6m ADEPT delivering 1mT Lander at Venus

ADEPT Current Development Status
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SPRITE-C Pathfinder Arcjet Test

ADEPT SR-1 Sounding Rocket Flight

Ref: Cassell et al, “SYSTEM LEVEL AEROTHERMAL TESTING FOR THE
ADAPTIVE DEPLOYABLE ENTRY AND PLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY
(ADEPT)” IPPW-12 June 2016

Experiment (70cm Dia. Deployed)

– Arcjet Thermal testing (Sept
2015) of 35cm (14in) diameter
scale of ADEPT
– Current SOA Features:
Nose/fabric, Nose/Joint, Joint/Rib,
Trailing Edge Close-out)

Nose/Fabric
Interface

Nos
e

SR-1 Flight Config v3.3
Stowed CAD Model

Aft View
Nose/Rib/Join
t Interface

Joint/Rib/Go
re Interface

Rib Tip
Closeout

Warp Fibers
Fabric
Acreage

•

Trailing Edge
Close-Out

Streamlines & Heating Contours

4-layer carbon fabric
aero surface supported
by 8 rib structure

Side View

•

0.7m diameter at rib
tips
70 degree deployed rib
angle

SR-1 Flight Config v3.3
Deployed CAD Model (Windward Side)

Long Term Goal: ADEPT for Large
Payload Delivery to Mars Surface
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MAV
MDM

Cross-Sectional
View

ADEPT Ribs
(16X)
ADEPT
Nosecap

Front View

ADEPT Rib Struts
ADEPT Forward
Ring

S4.01Planetary Entry,
Descent and Landing
and Small Body Proximity
Operation Technology
ERIK S. BAILEY, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

Subtopic Overview


Every EDL and small body proximity operations architecture is critically
dependent upon terrain-relative sensing technology.



Increasingly aggressive in-situ mission concepts require better sensors that
can:





Survive the rigors of the deep spaceflight environment



Provide increased dynamic range and resolution



Be smaller, lighter, and lower power than previously flown versions

Appropriate sensor(s) are defining element(s) to reduce autonomous
system complexity and provide insight into problems not yet solved.


We need them both on flight missions, and in EDL technology development.

“Measure what can be measured, and make measurable
what cannot be measured.” – Galileo Galilei
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Priority Problems to be Solved
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Enhanced terrain-relative sensing beyond current mission capabilities


Altimetry + Velocimetry + surface point cloud measurements for hazard detection




Radars, LIDARs, Computer Vision & various permutations

A long-term development plan which includes:


Increasing dynamic range and resolution (better capability)



Lower cost, increased reliability, better test -ability (make tech affordable to smaller
budgets)



Decreasing size, weight, and power (SWaP) (enable higher fuel-to-landed-mass gear
ratios)



Decreasing dependence on host vehicle computing resources (enable decoupled
systems)

NASA RV&C SCLT “Stretch Goal”


Subtopic S4.01 enables small business innovations
to help advance sensor technology towards the
Rendezvous and Capture (RV&C) System
Capability Leadership Team “stretch goal” for
science missions:
“Capability for autonomous rendezvous, proximity
operations, and scientific interactions (e.g. sampling)
with unknown, uncharacterized and uncooperative
natural body targets of interest at deep space
distances without reliance on Earth support” -- NASA
RV&C SCLT Status Report, 7/27/16 (slide 13)
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Role of Small Businesses & Success Story
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Innovative solutions to our very specific EDL and Proximity Operations
needs can potentially cross over into the commercial world, driving costs
down by economy of scale for other applications, like autonomous
driving vehicles.


Example: ASC has received multiple NASA SBIRs to develop their flash LIDAR
technology leading to the OSIRIS-REx Space Operations LIDAR (SOLID), and they
recently sold their automotive application line to Continental-AG, with ASC, LLC
continuing aerospace and military applications. They are now one of the least
expensive and lowest-SWaP flash LIDAR providers for aerospace applications.
Competing technologies showing potential to surpass ASC’s performance are
currently funded via SBIR in 2016 Phase I.

Role of Small Businesses & Success Story
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Small businesses can partner with aerospace companies under
the guidance of NASA to provide manufacturing specific
detailed insight to increase a proposed solution’s credibility:
 Example:

Redondo Optics won a 2016 Phase I SBIR for low-power, fiberoptic interwoven Structural Health Monitoring of deployable
aerodynamic decelerators by partnering with parachute manufacturer
Airborne Systems to address the system integrations challenges unique
to parachute packing and deployment.

H5.02 Hot Structure Entry
Control Surface
Technology
CHRISTAPHER LANG, NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTRE

Subtopic Overview
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The focus is the development of hot structure technology for entry
vehicle control surfaces for missions to Mars.



NASA Key strategic technology investment


Entry, Descent, and Landing challenges include minimizing mass and
achieving Mars precision landing capability



Hot structures can reduce or eliminate the need for a separate
thermal protection system to protect the structure as compared to
an insulated structure.



Potential advantages of hot structures include reduced mass,
increased mission capability such as reusability between missions or
mission phases, improved aerodynamics, improved structural
efficiency, and increased ability to inspect the structure.

Agency Needs




Potential control surface applications to
meet NASA needs


Mid L/D body flap



HIAD and ADEPT deployable systems - trim tabs
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Mid L/D

Additional hot structure applications


SLS upper stage nozzle extensions



Commercial Access to Space Vehicles



Propulsion applications

HIAD

Role of Small Business
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Small business can fill the gap for providing solutions to unique and
limited NASA space applications, when larger companies leave a void



Potential commercialization of hot structure technology





Commercial space applications



Gas turbine applications



Brake disks

Example: Allcomp currently has a Phase II award enabling the stand up
of its CVI C/SiC manufacturing capability with a focus on needled
preforms. Large companies that produce CVI C/SiC (GE, Rolls Royce)
are focused on turbine engine components and no longer produce the
small quantity aerospace components to meet NASA’s needs for
exploration.

State-of-the-Art Example
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Infusion success story for hot structure control surface
technology (not SBIR)



X-37 hot structure aerodynamic control surfaces (flaperon and
ruddervator)


Hot structure control surface is feasible and flying for this application

[Grantz 2011]
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Z7.01 Supersonic
Parachute Inflation,
Materials Testing, And
Instrumentation
ROB MANNING, JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

Subtopic Overview
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Supersonic inflation testing of large parachutes in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s
led to a the disk-gap-band (DGB) and design that was flown on the Viking
missions to Mars. Subsequent landed missions to Mars have relied on large diskgap-band (DGB) parachutes that must be inflated between Mach 1.2 - 2.2 at
dynamic pressures between 300-850 Pa to ensure that the terminal landing
phase occurs before hitting the ground.


As the need for larger Mars landers and rovers grew, so did the parachutes. These
were structurally tested in subsonic high dynamic pressure tests.



Recent failed attempts to supersonically test large parachutes have led to the
realization that there are significant stresses effects that are not captured in the much
slower subsonic inflation tests.



It is critical that the peak stresses and loads on the parachute materials during
supersonic inflation are at least bounded if not better understood.



It is also critical that the response of the materials under the high speed dynamic
conditions of low density supersonic inflation are understood.

Supersonic Inflation Stresses
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NASA desires in-situ or remote sensing equipment that will
allow better understanding of the stress environment in future
low density supersonic inflation tests


Can fabric stress be directly measured during supersonic inflation test?
 Embedded

instrumentation to directly monitor structural health of fabrics would
be a quantum leap forward for not only NASA, but the entire global soft goods
development community to provide more definitive design margin assessment
during testing of deployable aerodynamic decelerator technologies.

 Sensor

system must maintain calibration and survive packing, storage,
installation, launch, spaceflight, and deployment environments without losing
calibration

 Must



pose a negligible impact to all aspects of system performance

Are there other ways to infer stresses, e.g. using remote sensing during the
inflation?

Parachute Material Responses
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NASA desires better material response testing under
various dynamic loading conditions to ensure that the
material will survive in the inflation load environment.
 Bi-axial

Material, material seam and joint response under
dynamic load conditions
 Are

there test capabilities that can be brought to bear?

 Material,

material seam and joint response under non -isotropic
(shear) load conditions.
 Are

there biaxial shear test capabilities that can be brought to bear?

Parachute Development
Elements
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Materials Testing
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Instrumentation
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